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We consider a molecular conduction junction that comprises a redox molecule bridging between

metal electrodes, in the limit of weak coupling and high temperature where electron transport is

dominated by Marcus electron transfer kinetics. We address the correspondence between the

Marcus description in terms of nuclear potential energy surfaces associated with different charging

states of the molecular bridge, and the single electron description commonly used in theories of

molecular conduction. The relationship between the energy gap, reorganization energy and

activation energy parameters of the Marcus theory and the corresponding energy parameters in

the single electron description is elucidated. We point out that while transport in the normal

Marcus regime involves activated (therefore relatively slow) transitions between at least two

charging states of the molecular bridge, deep in the inverted regime only one of these states is

locally stable and transitions into this state are activationless. The relatively slow rates that

characterize the normal Marcus transport regime manifest themselves in the appearance of

hysteresis in the system transport behavior as a function of gate or bias potentials for relatively

slow scan rates of these potentials, but not bistability in the junction conduction behavior.

We also consider the limit of fast solvent reorganization that may reflect the response of the

electronic environment (electronic polarization of a solvent and of the metal electrodes) to the

changing charging state of the bridge. In this limit, environmental reorganization appears as

renormalization of the bridge electronic energy levels. We show that the effect of this

reorganization on the junction conduction properties is not universal and depends on the

particular bridge charging states that are involved in the conduction process.
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1. Introduction

The Marcus theory of molecular electron transfer1,2 and the

Landauer theory of conduction in nanojunctions3 were conceived

within two years of each other. While each of them had decisive

consequences on subsequent developments in the studies of

electron transfer and transport, these important breakthroughs

remained localized within different scientific communities for

several decades. Indeed, extensive use of the Landauer theory

in the context of molecular conduction junctions has started only

in the 1990’s,4 and, while applications of the Marcus theory to

electrode processes have increased gradually since Marcus first

applied it in this context5 (for comprehensive treatments see, e.g.,

ref. 6 and 7), comprehensive studies of molecular conduction by

Marcus-type kinetics, much of it by Ulstrup, Kuznetsov and

coworkers, have started only in the late 1990’s,8–21 and explicit

comparison between the theoretical contents of the Marcus and

Landauer pictures was made only in the early 2000’s.22,23

It is now well understood that the two mechanisms of

electronic conduction belong to two extreme limits of trans-

port phenomenology. The Landauer mechanism is a coherent

co-tunneling process while the Marcus kinetics assumes sub-

sequent metal–molecule and molecule–metal electron transfer

processes with full reorganization of a polar solvent environ-

ment preceding each step. Obviously, intermediate situations

should exist, and are indeed amply observed. First, parti-

cularly in weak molecule–electrode coupling situations and

for near resonance tunneling, decoherence effects can convert

the Landauer conduction into a subsequent hopping process

even without prominent energetic effects. Second, an inelastic

component in the tunneling current can be observed even

when the dominant transport mechanism is still coherent.

Stronger electron–vibration coupling can lead to richer and

more intricate behavior, including non-linear effects such as

current rectification, switching, negative differential conductance

and hysteresis. For a review of inelastic effects on molecular

conduction see ref. 24.

From the theoretical perspective, weak electron–vibrations

coupling can be treated with relative ease, while processes

involving stronger coupling pose substantial difficulties. Indeed,

while some advances have been made,25 we do not yet have a

unified theoretical treatment that covers the full dynamic regime

between the Landauer (no electron–vibration) and Marcus

(subsequent hopping with full solvent reorganization coupling)

limits.

Another difficulty encountered in addressing these limits

stems from their different historical developments. The Landauer

theory and subsequent theoretical treatments that include

electron–vibration coupling are usually formulated in the

representation of individual electrons interacting with indivi-

dual vibrational modes, mostly using the harmonic approxi-

mation for the latter. The theory of molecular electron

transfer, including electron transfer at molecule–electrode

interfaces, is usually formulated in terms of molecular electronic

states with the molecular nuclei moving on the corresponding

Born–Oppenheimer surfaces (taken harmonic in line with the

standard assumptions of linear dielectric solvent response and

of harmonic intramolecular vibrations). A similar conceptual

gap exists between standard theories of molecular spectroscopy

and molecular junction transport.

Present efforts26–30 to formulate non-equilibrium transport

theory in terms of molecular states rather than single electron

states, and other efforts to include many body correlation effects

in the calculation of electron transport (see, e.g. ref. 31–33) are

expected to eventually bridge this gap. In the present note we

undertake the much simpler task of relating the conceptual

pictures associated with the molecular and the single electron

pictures to each other. While no new fundamental results

are derived, this makes it possible to clarify some issues

concerning the effect of solvent reorganization on the trans-

port process.

2. Solvent reorganization in the single electron picture

Consider a junction comprising a molecule situated between

two metal electrodes. The molecule will be represented by two

electronic states that for definiteness we take to be the ground

states of the neutral and negatively charged species, M and

M�, respectively. A polarizable environment responds to the

molecular charge: in the Marcus framework this is described

by the linear response of a continuum dielectric environment.

Following Marcus, part of this response is assumed to be

infinitely fast, while the other is slow relative to the electron

dynamics. For simplicity, we discuss separately the slow and

fast components of the environmental response. The effect of

the latter is just to renormalize the electronic energy levels. In

this section we assume that this has been taken into account

(see Section 3) and focus on the slow solvent reorganization.

In a homogeneous dielectric, this slow dielectric response is

obtained using an effective dielectric constant eeff= eseN/(es� eN),

where es and eN are the total dielectric constant observed in a

stationary field and its fast component associated with screening

by the electronic motion, respectively. Several points should be

made at the outset:

(a) Themetal dielectric interface is obviously a non-homogeneous

medium. Here the metal contributes a substantial part of the
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fast response in the form of image interaction. The renorma-

lization of molecular electronic energies by the fast dielectric

response and the solvent reorganization energy associated with the

slow dielectric response therefore depend on the molecule–metal(s)

distance(s), molecular orientation and electrode(s) shape(s). In this

note, which focuses on conceptual issues, we disregard these

quantitative aspects, assuming that the solvent reorganization

energy can be computed for any given junction configuration.

(b) It should be kept in mind that the assumption of time-

scale separation, whereupon environmental response is partly

much faster and partly much slower than the electron transfer

dynamics, is an oversimplification of reality. Dynamical aspects

of the environmental dielectric response should often be

important. This is disregarded in the present discussion.

(c) In typical electrochemical setups, electrochemical gating

is affected by a reference electrode that controls the potential

difference between the working electrode and its molecular

neighborhood. In the nano-size junction this potential differ-

ence is likely to be subjected to fluctuations associated with

detailed motions of counterions inside the molecular junction.

Such fluctuations are disregarded below as there are no

indications that they are important on the characteristic time-

scales of present experimental work. However it should be

kept in mind that accounting for such fluctuations in the nano-

environment of an electrochemical molecular junction may be

required in future generalization of the present work.

(d) The following discussion focuses on processes that are

dominated by Marcus kinetics. This implies that the molecule–

electrode coupling is weak and that while the slow part of the

solvent dielectric response is indeed slow relative to an electron

hopping event, it is fast relative to the time between such

events. Furthermore, broadening of molecular levels because

of the molecule–metal coupling is disregarded. Consequently,

the transitions M " M� are described by kinetic rates given

by the Marcus electron transfer theory as applied to the

metal–molecule interface. For each of the molecule–metal

interfaces, characterized by electron transfer coupling V and

metal Fermi energy EF, these rates are given by

kM!M� ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4plkBT
p

Z
deG1ðeÞe�

DEþe�lð Þ2
4kBTl f ðeÞ ð1Þ

kM�!M ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4plkBT
p

Z
deG1ðeÞe�

DEþeþlð Þ2
4kBTl ½1� f ðeÞ� ð2Þ

where

G1ðeÞ ¼
2p
�h
jV1ej2rðeÞ ð3Þ

is the golden rule rate for electron transfer between the ‘‘single

electron level’’ 1 on the molecule (defined below) and single

electron states of energy e on the metal ( V1ej j2 and r (e) are the
corresponding average coupling and density of metal single

electron states so that jV1ej2rðeÞ ¼
P

k jV1kj2dðe� ekÞ) and

f ðeÞ ¼ 1

ee=ðkBTÞ þ 1
ð4Þ

is the Fermi function. The single electron energies in the metal are

calculated relative to the corresponding electrochemical potential m.

kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and the temperature,

respectively, and l is the solvent reorganization energy.

Finally, DE is the energy difference

DE = EM(xM) � EM�(xM�) + m, (5)

where xM and xM� represent the solvent configurations at

equilibrium with the molecular species M and M� and where m
is the electrochemical potential of electrons in the metal

measured relative to vacuum, that is m = �WF where WF is

essentially the metal work function.34 Note that EM(xM) �
EM�(xM�) is the adiabatic ionization potential of the molecular

negative ion, so DE is the energy difference between this

quantity and the ionization potential of the metal. The inte-

gration over e in eqn (1) and (2) reflects the fact that for a given

electron transfer event the energy cost to remove an electron

from the metal is WF � e and that the rates of electron

removal and insertion are weighted by the population prob-

ability factors f(e) (that dominates for e o 0) and (1 � f(e))
(that dominates for e > 0), respectively.

In the Marcus electron transfer theory the potential energy

surfaces (in fact free energy surfaces), EM(x) and EM�(x), are

identical parabolas that are vertically and horizontally shifted

with respect to each other. In the present context it is

convenient to consider the surfaces EM(x) and EM�(x) � m
that are shown in Fig. 1 for several values of m, i.e. different
electrical potential drops between the molecule and the corre-

sponding electrode.

A simple consideration can be used to estimate the energy

differences between the M and M� surfaces, provided that the

energetics of solute–solvent interaction is assumed to be domi-

nated by electrostatic/dielectric interactions. This assumption

implies that the energy cost of moving a neutral solute from

vacuum to solution can be disregarded. Consequently, the

vertical energy difference between the M and M� surfaces at

the neutral solute configuration is determined by the energy

Fig. 1 Marcus parabolas, describing the system free energy as a

function of the solvent dielectric coordinate, for the solute species M

(EM(x), parabola centered about xM, black) and M�(EM�(x) � m,
parabola centered about xM�, blue). The latter is shown for different

molecule–metal potential differences reflected in their vertical shift.
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needed to transfer an electron from the metal to the neutral

molecule in vacuum, DE(vac) = EM(vac) � EM�(vac) + m =

EM(xM) � EM�(xM) + m. Note that the difference

EA = EM(vac) � EM�(vac) = EM(xM) � EM�(xM) (6)

is the vacuum ionization potential of the negative molecular

ion, also known as the molecule electron affinity. This implies

that the energy differences between the two Marcus parabolas

relevant to our discussion are as shown in Fig. 2.

Next, consider the single electron picture of the conduction

process, focusing for now on the zero bias limit. Fig. 3 shows

the standard 1-electron picture that is used in elementary

discussions of the application of Landauer theory to molecular

conduction: a molecular single electron level between two

electrodes characterized by their electrochemical potentials m.
In terms of the molecular states M andM� the ‘‘single electron’’

energy expressed relative to m is a function of the solvent

reorganization coordinate x

e1(x) = EM�(x) � EM(x) � m. (7)

This linear function of x is represented by the red line in Fig. 3. It

is important to note that in this composite picture, the solvation

coordinate x is not in any way associated with the inter-electrode

distance. It represents the evolution of the molecular single

electron energy (relative to the metals Fermi energy) as solvation

by solvent reorganization proceeds following an electron transfer

state. Three points in these figures have particular significance:

point A � (xM, e1(xM)) represents the molecular single electron

level when the solvent is in equilibrium with the neutral

molecular species, point B � (xM�, e1(xM�)) is the same level

when the solvent is in equilibrium with the negative ion. In other

words, in point A the solvent is in equilibriumwith the unoccupied

molecular level and in point B it is in equilibriumwith the occupied

one. The third significant point is (xc, e1(xc) = 0) where the

single electron energy is equal to the metal chemical potential.

In the different cases displayed in Fig. 1 the latter are the

points Cj (j = 1,. . .,4) where the M and M� parabolas cross.

Although the well-known kinetic rates (1) and (2) fully

determine the Marcus dynamics, using the single electron

picture of Fig. 3 can lead to new insight concerning electron

transfer at molecule–electrode interfaces and electron trans-

mission through junctions involving such interfaces:

(a) The Landauer theory describes transmission in the absence

of solvent dynamics, that is, where the solvent configuration is

frozen. If the solvent was frozen in the ‘‘neutral configuration’’ xM,

electron transmission would involve an (often virtual) occupa-

tion of the single electron energy level e1(xM) represented by

point A. Transmission through a frozen solvent configuration

in equilibrium with the negative molecular ion corresponds to

a hole transmission during which a hole in the otherwise

occupied level e1(xM�) is transiently or virtually created. In

Marcus kinetics, an electron transfer step does not take place

in any of these configurations but, if the relevant metal energy

is m, at the point (xc, e1(xc) = 0). Solvent fluctuation is needed

to bring the system to this point starting from the equilibrium

neutral or negative molecular species. Of course, other metal

levels can be involved, which leads to the integral over e in

eqn (1) and (2) as discussed above.

(b) By applying an interfacial voltage Vg between molecule

and electrode, the Fermi energy in Fig. 3a moves up or down,

towards the situations depicted in Fig. 3b or c, respectively.

At the voltage where the point A crosses the m line (on the way

to the situation of Fig. 3b), the Marcus parabolas (Fig. 1) cross

at the minimum of the neutral molecule parabola (case 2,

point C2, of Fig. 1). At this point the rate kM-M� is activation-

less (with respect to a metal level at m). Beyond this point we

move into the Marcus inverted regime (case 3 of Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 Energy relationships between Marcus parabolas associated

with the M " M� process, given in terms of the solvent reorganiza-

tion energy (the Born solvation energy of the negative ion in the given

dielectric environment), l, the metal chemical potential (relative to

vacuum) m and the molecular electron affinity EA.

Fig. 3 A single electron picture of a junction (represented by a

molecular single electron level coupled to two metal electrodes)

controlled by Marcus kinetics. In (a), the electrodes are represented

by the gray rectangles, with the darker gray representing filled single-

electron levels. The coordinate x represents the environmental reorga-

nization (including intramolecular nuclear motions) and is not related

to the inter-electrode distance. e1(x) is the linear function of x in the

Marcus theory, and the segment shown connects between the point A,

where the solvent is in equilibrium with the neutral molecule, and

point B, where the solvent is in equilibrium with the molecular

negative ion. The choice of the positive x direction as that associated

with the xM - xM� configuration change is arbitrary. The relationship

e1(xM) > e1(xM�) expresses the fact that it is energetically easier to

charge the molecule when the solvent is in the configuration that

minimizes the charging energy. Panel a corresponds to the normal

Marcus regime (case 1 of Fig. 1) while panels b and c correspond to

inverted Marcus regimes that are arrived through the points (C2 and

C4 in Fig. 1, respectively) where the M-M� and M�-M processes

became activationless.
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Similarly, the voltage where point B crosses the m line corre-

sponds to case 4 (point C4) of Fig. 1, where the rate kM�-M is

activationless with respect to metallic electron at m, while

beyond it, the situation described by Fig. 3c corresponds to the

inverted regime (not shown in Fig. 1) reached beyond this point.

(c) In the application of Marcus theory to molecular electron

transfer, the dependence of the transfer rate on the energy gap

parameter, DE (eqn (5)), is characterized by a minimum (zero)

in the activation energy of the corresponding rate as the

system evolves from the normal to the inverted Marcus regime

(point C2 in Fig. 1 for kM-M� and point C4 in the same figure

for kM�-M). Once in the inverted regime these rates are again

affected by the need to surpass a nuclear barrier. For electrode

processes the situation is different. Consider for example the

process M - M� in the case described by Fig. 3b. The stable

nuclear configuration in the initial neutral state is xM (point A

in Fig. 3b). To get a metal electron of energy e = m requires a

configurational fluctuation to xc, so such a process would have

been activated if the only available electrons were of this

energy. However, since metal electrons of energy e1(xM) are

available, the process remains activationless. The same is true

for the process M� - M in the situation represented by

Fig. 3c. The Marcus inverted regimes can be formally defined,

as done above, by referring to metal electrons of energy e= m,
but they lose their significance for electrode processes.

As functions of the interfacial potential V, the kinetics of the

rate process M �! �
kM!M�

kM�!M

M� (considered for a single molecule–

metal interface or for a symmetric unbiased junction under a

gate potential Vg) can be broadly described as falling into three

regimes: between the two thresholds defined by

DE(Vg) � l = 0, DE(Vg) + l = 0 (8)

(DE is given by eqn (5) in which m= m(Vg = 0) + eVg where e

is the absolute value of the electron charge) both kM-M� and

kM�-M are determined by activation barriers that depend on

the reorganization energy.35 These activation free energies

determine the probabilities for fluctuations in the environ-

mental configuration x from its stable positions xM or xM�,

respectively, to the configuration xc where e1(xc) = 0 when

measured relative to m. From eqn (5) and (8)

Vg1 ¼
1

e
ðEM�ðxM�Þ � EMðxMÞ � m0 þ lÞ ð9aÞ

Vg2 ¼
1

e
ðEM�ðxM�Þ � EMðxMÞ � m0 � lÞ ð9bÞ

For Vg > Vg1 the process M - M� behaves as essentially

activationless while for Vg o Vg2 it is the M
�-Mprocess that

behaves in this way (see below for more rigorous statements).

The corresponding opposite processes (M�- M for Vg > Vg1

and M - M� for Vg o Vg2) are inhibited by large (>l)
activation free energies. In this sense we can say the metal–

molecule system is bistable for Vg2 o Vg o Vg1, while only one

state, either M or M� is stable outside this potential range.

This is seen in Fig. 4–6, which show these rates and the

corresponding activation energy. The individual rates kM-M�

and kM�-M (in units of G) are shown in Fig. 4, while Fig. 5

shows their sum, R = kM-M�+ kM�-M, that determines the

relaxation rate of this electron transfer system to equilibrium.

Fig. 5 displays the activation energy Eact/kBT�Tq ln(R)/qT.
Note that while the trends discussed above are clearly seen,

because the metal provides or takes electrons at a range of

energies, expressed by the e integrations in eqn (1) and (2),

Fig. 4 kM-M�/G (solid line) and kM�-M/G (dashed lines), eqn (1)

and (2), plotted against Vg. The reorganization energy l is 0.25 eV

(black lines) or 0.5 eV (blue lines). Other parameters are EM�(xM�) �
EM(xM) � m0 = 0.15 eV and T = 298 K. The vertical dashed lines

mark the threshold values of Vg for kM-M� and kM�-M, Vg1 = 0.4 V

and Vg2 = �0.1 V for our choice of parameters with l= 0.25 eV. The

threshold values for l = 0.50 eV are Vg1 = 0.65 V, Vg2 = �0.35 V,

marked by the edges of the voltage axis.

Fig. 5 The sum R = (kM-M� + kM�-M)/G plotted against Vg for

l = 0.25 eV (black full line) and l = 0.50 eV (blue dashed line).

Fig. 6 The activation energy associated with the total relaxation

rate R. Line notation is the same as in Fig. 5.
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the threshold values Vg1, Vg2 do not mark the exact rates

saturation and vanishing of the activation energy. In fact, it

can be shown36 that at the threshold Vg1 the rate kM-M�

becomes kM!M� ¼ ð1=2Þkmax
M!M� , where k

max
M!M� is themaximum

rate obtained at the high voltage plateau. The same is true for

the rate kM�-M at the threshold voltage Vg2.

The bistable nature of the system, manifestly expressed

between the voltage thresholds, will translate into its behavior

in a cyclic voltammetry measurement in which the system state is

monitored while Vg changes cyclically. The observed response,

in particular the possible appearance of hysteresis, reflects time-

scales in the system in comparison to timescale associated with

the voltage change. Obviously, hysteresis will appear in the

range between Vg1 and Vg2 for voltage change rates much

smaller than those needed to observe it outside this range.

Bistability is also an important attribute in the conduction

response of molecular junctions. It is important to realize that the

bistable nature of the molecule–electrode electron transfer system,

as described above, cannot translate, within the model considered,

into conduction bistability. The reason for this is that a single

channel conduction governed by Marcus kinetics is determined

by an electron transmission process that involves both charging

and de-charging of the bridging molecular redox species. Indeed,

the zero bias conductance is easily shown to be given by

Gð0Þ ¼ e2

kBT

kLM!M�ð0ÞkRM�!Mð0Þ
kLM!M�ð0Þ þ kRM!M�ð0Þ þ kLM�!Mð0Þ þ kRM�!Mð0Þ

ð10Þ

where the superscripts L and R correspond to the left and

right electrodes, (0) indicates that all rates are evaluated at

zero bias voltage and where symmetry is satisfied because36

kLM!M�ð0ÞkRM�!Mð0Þ ¼ kRM!M�ð0ÞkLM�!Mð0Þ. Fig. 7 shows

that in fact G(0) goes through a maximum within the Vg2 o
Vg o Vg1 region (marked by the vertical dashed lines). This

behavior mostly reflect dependence of G(0) on the product of

Fermi functions fR(1 � fL) = fL(1 � fR), which maximizes

near the Fermi energy.

We conclude this section with some comments. First, in the

above analysis we have addressed the common situation where

Marcus kinetics governs the electron transfer between the

molecule and both electrodes. It is in principle possible, in

strongly asymmetric junctions, that electron transfer between

the molecule and one electrode will be controlled by Marcus

kinetics while transfer to/from the other electrode will occur

via instantaneous tunneling. We do not know any such

systems, and expect such occurrences to be rare because

Marcus kinetics appears in cases of weak molecule–electrode

coupling that result from the localized nature of the relevant

molecular orbital. However, this localization usually renders

weak molecule–electrode coupling and consequently Marcus-

type kinetics at both molecule–electrode interfaces.

Second, while the above analysis of electron transfer and

transmission at molecule–electrode interface(s) was done in

terms of the molecular process M"M�, it should be clear that

the same analysis applies where M is replaced by ‘‘oxidized

species’’ and M� by ‘‘reduced species’’.

Finally, as noted above, the bistable nature of the molecular

charging state for Vg2 o Vg o Vg1 does not translate into

multiple conduction states because the conduction process

involves repeated transitions between the oxidized and reduced

forms of the molecule. (We note in passing that in the same

junction model in the strong molecule–lead coupling limit, the

adiabatic potential surface for the nuclear configuration can

assume multiple minima that correspond to different conduction

states of the junction.37). However, switching between charging

states can translate into switching between electron transport

behavior if electron transmission is dominated by a different

conduction channel in a way that depends on the molecule

charging state. We will elaborate on this issue elsewhere.38

3. The effect of fast environmental response

The discussion in Section 2 has focused on the effect of solvent

reorganization that takes place on a timescale long relative to

electron transfer events and fast relative to the time between

such events. Such slow response characterizes molecular nuclear

motions as well as the nuclear component of solvent dielectric

response. Here we focus on the fast (electronic) component of

the environmental response, limiting ourselves to the assump-

tion that this response is much faster than electron hopping

events relevant to the observed conduction. Under this assump-

tion the fast environmental response just amounts to renorma-

lization of the molecular electronic energies.

How does such renormalization affect conduction? In a recent

paper,33 Wang and coworkers have considered the effect of

electron–nuclear vibrations coupling on the electronic transport

behavior of the standard junction model comprising a single

electronic level bridge coupled to two free electron reservoirs and

to vibrational modes:

Ĥ = Ĥel + Ĥnuc + Hel-nuc (11)

Ĥel ¼ e1ĉ
y
1ĉ1 þ

X
l

elĉ
y
l ĉl þ

X
r

erĉyr ĉr

þ
X
l

ðV1lĉ
y
1ĉl þ Vl1ĉ

y
l ĉ1Þ þ

X
r

ðV1rĉ
y
1ĉr þ Vr1ĉ

y
r ĉ1Þ

ð12Þ

Ĥnuc ¼ ð1=2Þ
X
j

ðP̂2

j þ o2
j Q̂

2

j Þ ð13Þ

Ĥel-nuc ¼ ĉ
y
1ĉ1
X
j

cjQ̂j ð14Þ
Fig. 7 g0 � kBT

e2G Gð0Þ, plotted against Vg for a symmetric junction in

which the molecule–electrode kinetics is determined by the same rate

parameters as in Fig. 4–6. Line notation is as in Fig. 5 and 6.
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where ĉ, ĉw denote annihilation and creation operators for

electrons, subscripts 1, l and r correspond to the molecular

state and to states of the left and right electrodes, respectively,

P̂j, Q̂j are momentum and position operators for the j-th

harmonic nuclear mode and the coefficients cj represent the

electron–nuclear coupling on the molecular species. Specifi-

cally, they consider a continuum of vibrational modes with an

Ohmic spectral density

JðoÞ � p
2

X
j

c2j

oj
dðo� ojÞ ¼

p
2
aoe�o=oc ; ð15Þ

characterized by the cutoff frequency oc and the dimensionless

Kondo parameter a, for which the reorganization energy is

given by l = 2aoc, however the following observation (Fig. 3

and 4 of ref. 33) is generic: when l increases from zero, the

current obtained by applying a small bias potential between

the electrodes increases in the case where e1 is larger than the

electrochemical potentials mL,mR of both leads (electron transport)

and decreases in the opposite case, where e1 o mL,mR (hole

transport). This observation is rationalized by the downward

polaron shift (solvation in the harmonic environment) of the

molecular level, which puts the level closer to mL,mR the first

case, thus enhancing transmission, and further away from

mL,mR in the second, thus making transmission less efficient.

We have verified these results using a simple one nuclear

oscillator model. Furthermore, the interpretation in terms of

the polaron shift becomes rigorous in the fast solvent reorga-

nization limit. In this limit the solvation coordinate x becomes

irrelevant. The molecular single electron energy to be used, for a

transport dominated by theM"M� electron exchange process,

is the number e1 = EM�(xM�) � EM(xM) � m. When e1 > 0 we

have an electron transport mechanism while e1 o 0 corresponds

to a hole transport process. The observation described above

amounts to the statement that when the solvent reorganization

energy (stabilization of M�) is larger, the energy cost of putting

an excess electron on M decreases, while that of removing an

electron fromM� increases. More generally, ifN is the number of

electrons on the molecule, ‘‘electron transport’’ via the process

N - N + 1 - N becomes easier, while hole transport,

N + 1 - N - N + 1, becomes more difficult if increasing

solvent polarization stabilizes the N+ 1 species. Of course the

charging state may be such that the solvent stabilizes the N

form relative to the N + 1 form, in which case its effect is

reversed, enhancing the hole transport process and inhibiting

the electron transport one.

However, while this statement is obviously correct, its

implications should be regarded with caution. In general one

refers to electron and hole transport processes with regards to

the highest occupied molecular orbital, HOMO, and the lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO, of a molecule bridging

between two metal leads. If the molecule containsN electrons at

equilibrium, ‘‘electron transport’’ via the LUMO is the process

N - N + 1 - N, while hole transport via the HOMO is

described by N - N � 1 - N. In this picture solvent

reorganization can affect electron and hole conduction in the

same way. Suppose, for example, that the N-electron molecule

is neutral. Fast solvation of the charged N + 1 or N � 1

ions makes it easier both to add and to remove an electron

from this molecule. However, two caveats should be noted.

First, for a real structured solvent, the solvation energy of positive

and negative ions is not generally the same, so the solvent effect

on transport via the LUMO and HOMO orbitals will be quanti-

tatively different. Second, the actual observation depends on the

particular charging state of the equilibrium junction: if in the

last example the N electron molecule is positively charged,

the N - N + 1 - N processes may be enhanced while the

N - N � 1 - N may be inhibited by the solvent induced

renormalization of the N/N + 1 and N/N � 1 energy gaps.

4. Summary

Junction transport by Marcus kinetics is an essentially solved

problem. Here we have considered this process from a new

perspective that has provided some new insights:

(a) In a single electron picture of this process, the molecular

single electron level, here denoted e1, is a linear function of the

solvation coordinate, e1(x). Three points on this line are

particularly significant: for a transfer process associated with

the M " M� molecular transitions these are e1(xM), e1(xM�)
and e1(xc). xM and xM� correspond to the minima of the

Marcus parabolas associated with the M and M� species, while

xc is the point where these parabolas cross. In an equilibrium

junction e1(xc) = m where m is the electrochemical potential

characterizing the leads. In the normal Marcus regime e1(xM),

e1(xM�) are positioned on the two sides of m (i.e. one is larger

and one is smaller than m). Inverted Marcus regimes correspond

to e1(xM), e1(xM�) both larger or both smaller than m.
(b) In the normal Marcus regime the M and M� (in the

particular example discussed; more generally we could consider

molecular species with N, N + 1 electrons) are (as usual in the

Marcus theory) locally stable, where the free energy barrier

between them is determined by the molecular electronic

structure and the solvent reorganization energy. Unlike in

the Marcus theory for molecular electron transfer, deep in

the inverted regime only one of the charging states is stable,

and transition into this state is activationless.

(c) The bistable nature of the molecular charging states in

the Marcus normal regime is not associated with bistability in the

conduction of this junction model, but implies, as usual, hysteresis

in cyclic voltage bias scans with relatively small speeds.

These observations are made within the standard Marcus

approach that assumes that solvent response is in part much

faster, and in part much slower, than the relevant electron

dynamics, and are associated with the slow part of the solvent

reorganization. The fast solvent response affects only renormali-

zation of molecular electronic energies. We have considered also

this effect and concluded that implications of recent observa-

tions of the effect of solvent reorganization on electron and hole

transfer transport mechanisms be analyzed with caution.

Predictions of specific effects of this kind can be made only

in conjunction with the charging states of the molecular bridge

that are involved in the electron transmission process.
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